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The relationship between interoperability and innovation is very hard to prove and more empirical studies seem to be needed to this end. We performed an in-depth case study at an innovative Portuguese software firm which has achieved steady growth, international brand recognition and consistent annual profits, despite the much publicized economic crisis in Portugal. IP BRICK is interesting as it differs from the survivalist entrepreneurial endeavours which tend to be the norm in Portugal. We indeed conclude that having an interoperability capability is central and an antecedent to innovation. Furthermore, a dynamic organizational innovation culture is instrumental and Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is seen to be an enabler in the process. Using digital knowledge management tools as a basis for innovation and having a company-wide profit-sharing scheme based on seniority, but also on merit, encourage a knowledge-sharing corporate culture. This is seen to be especially important in Portugal where there is no religious diversity, a characteristic of a dogmatic culture with a low creative orientation and an absence of a performance orientation. Our research has also used the Business Narrative Modelling Language (BNML) – a research tool which made the research effort more agile and dynamic when compared to more traditional research methods.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of innovation has been emphasized in the literature. Economic growth improves quality of life as incomes tend to rise with increases in gross domestic product (GDP) (Porter et al., 2004) and technological innovation in particular leads to increased growth (Schwab, 2010). Furthermore, knowledge management, which includes discovering knowledge, generating

knowledge and sharing knowledge (Jashapara, 2004) “is the most significant input to innovation, one of the preconditions for global organisations. This is one of the only ways that organisations can keep up to date with developments in technology, processes, customer demands, social changes and competitor changes” (du Plessis, 2008). Thus, a knowledge-sharing and dynamic organizational innovation culture must be promoted. The case study discussed herein benefits from – and seeks to contribute to – the organizational innovation culture and knowledge sharing literatures and is about a company which leverages knowledge (of employees, of customers)
to create innovative products. Rather than having a “warehouse” of knowledge (involving simply storing knowledge for later use) at IP BRICK we shall see how they leverage “the ‘learning’ model where the creation and use of knowledge is seen as the outcome of an ongoing interaction between subject and world” (Kimble and Bourdon, 2008). We see this ongoing interaction as occurring due to the existence of an interoperability capability, defined as “the ability of a system or an organization to work seamlessly with other systems or organization[s], without any special effort” (Mertins et al., 2008), very evident in our case study findings. Cooperation and collaboration and information flows at IP BRICK lead to knowledge-creation and knowledge-sharing and ultimately to innovation. As early as 1990, Porter – The cluster school – drew from Marshallian externalities “to study how geographical proximities between firms and its suppliers, customers, and competitors can lead to more innovative products” (Tzeng, 2009). We are not only interested in this aforementioned proximity, we are also interested in how information and communication technology (ICT) can overcome physical distance to promote information and knowledge exchanges and thus lead to innovation. We are witnessing “a new wave of innovation processes fuelled by [the] ‘wisdom of the crowd’ and powered by a new generation of enabling technologies” (Li, 2008); not only the nature of innovation is changing, the context of interoperability is changing also.

Portugal has dropped since the 2005 - 2006 global competitiveness index (GCI) ranking from 22nd place to 46th place only five years later (2010 - 2011 GCI ranking). This has to do with decreases in a set of measures including technological readiness, business sophistication and innovation. As the company discussed herein has managed to counteract the tendency to decreases its competitiveness and has managed to grow and have profits even amidst a major crisis we believe that the lessons learned may be useful to other similar companies operating in Portugal as well as internationally.

Gasser and Palfrey (2007) state that “One of the reasons why we tend to like interoperability is we believe it leads to innovation”. However, “the relationship between interoperability and innovation, while it likely exists in most cases, is extremely hard to prove” (Gasser and Palfrey, 2007). So, enterprise interoperability is “the ability of an enterprise to interact with other organizations, to exchange information and to use the information that has been exchanged. It should be noted that interoperability is not only a property of ICT systems, but also concerns the business processes and the business context of an enterprise” (Li et al., 2006). Being able to seamlessly interoperate with others is a determinant of organizational competitiveness and while ICT is increasingly seen as being an essential tool leading to competitive advantage (Porter, 1980) “enterprise interoperability has become a strategic necessity in all industries” (Li et al., 2006).

Following a literature review, which involved both systematic searches of the Science Direct data base as well as non-systematic searches of various sources, in which we identify a gap in the literature which we seek to fill – related to the relationship between interoperability, innovation and, also, ICT – we then move on to discussing the objectives and methodology for our research paper and then present the case study we have carried out to achieve our research objectives. We use the Business Narrative Modelling Language (BNML), a novel research method (Oliveira and Ferreira, 2011a), to expose the relationship between interoperability, innovation and ICT. BNML involves visual representations but also resorts to the narrative, thus combining two strategies for theorizing from process data, which is seen to be more advisable (Langley, 1999). Graphviz software also provided an additional basis which we used to achieve our research objectives: Interoperability is seen to be an antecedent of innovation, enabled by ICT. We also discuss our case study findings in view of the literature and finalize with suggestions for future research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature review that follows commenced according to Corbin and Strauss’s (2008) statement that “there is no need to review all of the literature in the field beforehand, as is frequently done by researchers using quantitative research approaches. It is impossible to know prior to the investigation what salient problems or what relevant concepts will be derived from this set of data. There is always something new to discover. If everything about a topic is known beforehand, there is no need for a qualitative study. Also, the researcher does not want to be so steeped in the literature that he or she is constrained and even stifled by it.” Thus, the literature reviewed has been “a source for making comparisons… to stimulate questions during the analysis… to confirm findings” (Corbin and Strauss, 2008) as well as to illustrate where the literature “only partially explains a phenomenon” (Corbin and Strauss, 2008).

We performed systematic searches in a major data base – science direct – as well as other non-systematic searches – in order to reach “a firm foundation for advancing knowledge” (Webster and Watson, 2002). As described below, we shall see that, in particular, the relationship between interoperability and innovation has not been a focus of much research, prior to our study.

Innovation

A main focus of management research is to help
organizations successfully achieve sustainable growth – in this context, consistently contributing to the increase of innovation is one way sustainable growth can be achieved (Christensen and Raynor, 2003). Indeed companies are increasingly under pressure to provide something new and valuable to consumer as well as to business markets (Johansson, 2007). One view in particular portrays companies operating in free-market economies as being similar to organic systems found in nature: a) natural selection will dictate that only the fittest will survive; b) subsequent generations will have to operate according to higher standards; c) enterprises must continually evolve to meet the unending challenge of providing new competitive advantages not yet neutralized by the competition (Moore, 2006) – the challenge is to “innovate or disappear” (Moreira, 2011).

Earlier work on competitive strategy emphasized how strategic advantage could be attained either by: a) industry-wide differentiation; b) overall cost leadership; or by c) achieving differentiation or lower costs while focusing on a particular segment only (Porter, 1980). More recent work has however pointed to the need for having simultaneously both differentiation and low cost products and services in order to create uncontested space in markets where the competition is not relevant (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005; van Assen et al., 2009). Differentiation or low costs can be achieved via a number of innovations, up to fourteen in total, to which all companies are exposed: disruptive innovation, application innovation, product innovation, platform innovation, line-extension innovation, enhancement innovation, marketing innovation, experiential innovation, value-engineering innovation, integration innovation, process innovation, value-migration innovation, organic innovation and acquisition innovation (Moore, 2006).

Despite the variety and importance of innovation to companies operating in today’s marketplaces, most managers are dissatisfied with the way innovation is managed in their organizations (Tidd et al., 2005). In effect, great variations in innovation performance can be found even between companies operating in the same sector, variations which lead to different market shares, profitability levels, and growth and market caps (Tidd et al., 2005). Innovation in organizations will depend on a number of factors. The organizational culture – “The accumulated shared learning of a given group, covering behavioural, emotional, and cognitive elements of the group members’ total psychological functioning” (Schein, 1992: 10) – is pointed out as one of those factors by a number of authors (Schein, 1992; von Hippel et al., 1999; Hargadon and Sutton, 2000; Govindarajan and Trimble, 2005; Kelley and Littman, 2006; Morgan and Liker, 2006; Johansson, 2007).

In the review of contemporary innovation literature by Tzeng (2009) three main schools of innovation are put forth: economic perspective, social perspective and cultural perspective (or culture school).

The economic perspective views innovation as an institutionalized capability, linked to routines. The social perspective focuses on “authentic voices”. The culture school, which interests us most, sees innovation as being a deep craft (Arthur, 2001, as quoted by Tzeng, 2009) of “affective identification” where shared beliefs and practices, taking the form of a collective memory, are the basis rather than technique or material motivation. A personal commitment of the revolutionary type (Berger and Luckman, 1967, as quoted by Tzeng, 2009), where faith is central (Hounshell, 1992, as quoted by Tzeng, 2009), is a necessary pre-requisite. Innovation is thus seen as a “calling” involving heart and soul (Weber, 1976, as quoted by Tzeng, 2009) and intrinsic rather than extrinsic motivation (Stern, 2004, as quoted by Tzeng, 2009). Being creative involves loving the process of innovation (Amabile, 1997) and having a successful innovative enterprise will depend on gathering such people together and organizing their efforts; while recognizing at the same time that innovation tends to be unplanned, accidental and unintentional (Rosenberg, 1990). This brings us to the next concept central to our study – interoperability – as, for example, interoperability problems arise “related to simultaneous business and product development” (Knothe and Jochem, 2009).

**Interoperability and innovation**

Interoperability is related to standards which “provide a way of sharing ideas” (Egyedi and Sherif, 2010). Interoperability is also concerned “with the ability of diverse systems and organizations to work together” (Peat, 2009). Interoperability can be defined as “the ability of a system or an organization to work seamlessly[ly] with other systems or organization[s] without any special effort” (Mertins et al., 2008) or further still as “the ability of people, organizations, and systems to efficiently and effectively exchange and use information” (Tsillas, 2007). We are interested in particular in interoperability as pertaining to people and organizations able to operate in conjunction (together) to produce innovation, whether it be product innovation (changes in products/services), process innovation (changes in the creation and delivery process), position innovation (product/service introduction/context changes) or paradigm innovation (changes in the mental models underpinning the organization) – which are “the ‘4Ps’ of innovation” (Tidd et al., 2005). Gasser and Palfrey (2007) state that “One of the reasons why we tend to like interoperability is that, we believe it leads to innovation”. However, they continue, “the relationship between interoperability and innovation, while it likely exists in most cases, is extremely hard to prove”.

A systematic search in the Science Direct data base, on the 17th of February 2011, revealed the following
search form (Saur-Amaral, 2010) in Table 1. We can see that the interest in interoperability is relatively recent, dating from 1998—only 21 journal articles were found with “interoperability” in their title.

Another systematic search in the science direct data base, performed on 21st of February 2011, revealed the following search form (Saur-Amaral, 2010) in Table 2. We can see that when narrowing the search down to “interoperability” and “innovation” in the title, abstract and keywords, in the area of business, management and accounting that only two articles were found; meaning that more research into this topic is needed.

The two references resulting from the second systematic search of the Science Direct data base were Hyvättinen (2006) and Chu et al. (2009). Hyvättinen (2006) speaks of interoperability problems which “suggest a need for systematic efforts to ensure the actual interoperability of components in technology programmes based on an interface standard” (Hyvättinen, 2006). The focus of Hyvättinen (2006) is thus different from our research, our research being more interested in the concept of agility, for example. Agility is connected to interoperability in so far as the “agile enterprise”, as related to innovation, is able to generate many solutions to a problem” (Izza et al., 2008). Chu et al.’s (2009) research focus, on the other hand, is not entirely different from ours as the focus is on effective content management to “achieve the goal and value of
knowledge management”. Knowledge is seen by Chu et al. (2009) as being “the most important asset of individuals as well as of organizations”, determining enterprise competitiveness (Chu et al., 2009). Another more recent study by Bhalla (2011) similarly speaks of new platforms of collaboration and co-creation – in essence of knowledge sharing – which lead to innovation; this, much like Chu et al. (2009), also interests us. We thus can see that research into the theme interoperability is recent and lacking - especially relating the term to innovation – with innovation as an output, resulting from the firm’s interoperability capability. Li et al. (2006) also affirm that “interoperability is a relatively recent term”; and Hahn (2004) states that “research in interoperability is weakly structured. Some approaches exist but are partial and usually IT-oriented.”

In effect, the term interoperability has been used in various fields. Forment et al. (2009) state that interoperability is a “must have feature” for learning management systems (LMS) to enable “disruptive learning innovation practices” – ICT here empowers learning innovation. On the other hand, innovation and interoperability are key future E-Government themes, stated Raus et al. (2010). Further still, Martin and Eisenhardt (2010) speak of interoperability between products, such as between Disney theme parks and films (which share characters) and between Apple’s integrated products (computer, iTunes, iPod, iPhone [and iPad]). Iorio (2009) relates interoperability to an interoperable communications system between police, fire and emergency management in Tampa, Florida (thus being a “regional cooperative effort”). Egyedi and Sherif (2010) discuss next-generation Ethernet Networks and emphasize the need to develop state-of-the-art standards while combining standardization with innovation – interoperability is called into question when (inevitably) standards change, leading in turn to increased transaction costs. Silverstein and Schomberg (2007) highlight interoperability in the design of a new metering-system architecture for the electric industry (public utilities). Dini et al. (2008) relate interoperability to digital ecosystems. Small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), on the other hand, also need to create value and this is often achieved in their case by specializing in niche activities but they also will “have to combine forces to compete jointly in the market... [and] seamlessly interoperate with others” (Li et al., 2006). Indeed enterprise interoperability is ever more a strategic necessity in all industries (Li et al., 2006).

Interoperability appears as a need, indeed “enterprise interoperability is an area where research can lead to outstanding results in terms of innovation, leading to economic growth and employment.” (Li et al., 2006); enterprise interoperability types including: communication, coordination, cooperation, collaboration and channel (Li et al., 2008). The need to effectively exchange and use information (to interoperate) increases as one moves from coordination to cooperation to collaboration, suggests Pollard (2005). This is because the desired outcome goes simply from efficiency in meeting objectives (coordination) to efficiency in meeting objectives but at the same time saving time and cost (cooperation); and yet still further to efficiency in meeting objectives while saving time and cost, but where innovative breakthrough results also want to be accomplished (collaboration). Especially in the latter case effective use of ICT can lower the need for the physical co-location of the actors involved, providing a channel for communication. A team collaborating is an interdependent group thus interoperability is key.

Interoperability has been linked to Allee’s value [innovation] networks which imply the need for interoperability. “Enterprises need to concentrate on value innovation and producing more of not the same (with higher margins). To this end enterprises operate increasingly in dynamic value networks” (Li et al., 2008: 2). Therefore, interoperability needs to be geared towards making use of and indeed increasing “creativity, collaboration and change in more dynamic networks to release its full potential as an instrument for value creation” (Li et al., 2008). Li et al. (2008) further state that in the search for increased profitability, interoperability should be “a means for developing blue ocean strategies (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005), by creating value innovation for customers” which in turn means “simultaneously pursu[ing] differentiation and low cost... value innovation, that is, introducing radical innovations in the products, services, processes, etc., that are genuinely valued by customers” (Li et al., 2008). Creating new market territory where the existing competition is not relevant will result (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005). However, the process involved and by which this is achieved, leveraging interoperability, is not described; a gap in the literature which we intend to overcome with our detailed case study. A framework for enterprise interoperability (FEI) is provided by ISO (2009). This framework is for describing and representing concerns (there are 4 concerns - business, process, services and data), barriers (there are 3 barriers - conceptual, technological and organizational) and approaches to enabling enterprise interoperability (ISO, 2009). The method prescribed by ISO (2009) makes the quantification of existing capabilities possible (AS-IS situation), while at the same time identifying those missing capabilities which need to be improved upon in order to achieve higher interoperability levels (TO-BE situation).

A relationship between interoperability, innovation and ICT

We intend to expose in our paper how ICT enables interoperability which leads to innovation. Some links
exist in the literature between interoperability, innovation and ICT – ICT having been “entwined with major changes in society since the invention of electrical telegraphy in the 1830s” (Mansell et al., 2007). ICT is seen as being “the innovation engine that will continue to drive growth and value for the next ten years” (Reding, 2008). An objective of our research is to prove that a relationship between enterprise interoperability (EI), innovation and ICT exists. We believe that the relationship is a direct one, as Figure 1 illustrates. Several references in the literature provide support for the relationship suggested in Figure 1:

1) Technologies are potentially seen as enablers rather than as determinants of particular outcomes (Mansell et al., 2007);
2) ICT can be seen to be the innovation engine” (Reding, 2008);
3) Enterprise interoperability is expected to have an ever increasing contribution to the impact of ICT on economic growth. (Li et al., 2008);
4) Enterprise interoperability will likely create value for the economy as well as society at large (Li et al., 2008).
5) According to Serrano and Fischer (2007) interoperability is related to a new paradigm – that of ubiquity and its contribution to collaborative innovation – interoperability will evolve in future as a new form of intelligence and the influence of technology is undeniable.
6) Similarly, Hahn (2004) states that interoperability is essential for innovation to occur as it allows for seamless cooperation as well as optimized processes; in turn this will be dependent on new technologies, both within, as well as between enterprises.
7) Furthermore, networked enterprises are a growing phenomenon (Iansiti and Levien, 2004) and are ever more supported by ICT (Li et al., 2006), ICT being a critical infrastructure underpinning both the economy and society (Li, 2008).

We are interested in facilitating co-creation. Indeed, how interoperability, connected to a new concept of enterprise systems (Li, 2008) drives open innovation of enterprises (Chesbrough, 2007) is a very current topic considered to be a key factor by the European Commission (Li, 2008).

Finally, the importance of innovation (von Hippel et al., 1999; Lilien et al., 2002; Cash et al., 2008; Kotler and Keller, 2009) and the necessary collaboration (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000; Kogut, 2000; MacCormack and Herman, 2004; Camarinha-Matos and Alfsarmanes, 2005a, b; 2007, 2008; Camarinha-Matos, 2008a, b; Pisano and Verganti, 2008) in order to achieve this end cannot be underestimated. A growing body of literature is proof of this and we see it as leading up to the need for interoperability. Furthermore, the role of ICT (digital connectivity) is seen as being fundamental, indeed strategic in the way it makes possible improved information processing routines, which is the basis for increased innovation (Pavlou, 2004; Rabelo, 2008; Rabelo et al., 2008; Cash et al., 2008; Bonabeau, 2009). ICT is an innovation engine (Reding, 2008) and “EI [enterprise interoperability] may have an increasing contribution to the ICT impact” (Li et al., 2008). Interoperability is believed to be an antecedent of organizational innovativeness. Innovativeness is defined here as the ability of organizations to generate new product (or service) sales.

A contribution to the literature

There are a number of diverse studies mainly linking interoperability, innovation and technology. However, more empirical studies are seen to be needed. Hahn (2004), Li et al. (2006) (European Commission), Li et al. (2008) (European Commission) and Egyedi and Sherif (2010) are examples of studies linking interoperability, innovation and technology but which did not do any apparent empirical work. Qualitative data gathering (using interviews), our method in this study, has been used before in interoperability research such as by Martin and Eisenhardt (2010) and by Raus et al. (2010). Martin and Eisenhardt's (2010) research differs from ours as they investigated cross-business-unit collaboration and

Fig 1. The relationship between interoperability, innovation and ICT (a suggestion by the authors based on the literature).
large firm value creation. Our study focuses on interoperability within an SME as well as between the firm and partners (customers) and which leads to innovation. Raus et al. (2010), in turn, evaluate information technology innovations in a business-to-government context quite distinct from our context. They performed a single case study about establishing an interoperable platform to connect a multitude of suppliers. We thus see our study as contributing to the existing literature on interoperability and innovation, and in particular as it focuses on a Portuguese company. Portuguese companies have not been a consistent focus in international publications. Some publications have discussed Portuguese entrepreneurial endeavours namely Baptista et al. (2008, p.56) who state that in Portugal there is a “relatively high prevalence of subsistence, or necessity-based, entrepreneurial activity… associated with high mortality and low growth rates for new firms, thus leading to relatively small effects of new business formation on employment growth.” IP BRICK is an example of a Portuguese start-up which has countered the tendency mentioned by Baptista et al. (2008) and thus merits attention.

Objectives

The novel modelling framework BNML (Oliveira and Ferreira, 2010a, b, c, 2011a, forthcoming) uses storylines, the narrative, game patterns and ontologies to reduce the time necessary to perform qualitative research analyses, while increasing at the same time the consistency across qualitative case studies.

A map can be defined as “a visual representation that… names the most important entities that exist within that domain, and simultaneously places them within two or more relationships... and encourages mentally moving among entities... [becoming] a helpful record of emerging knowledge” (Huff and Jenkins, 2002). While BNML, following exploratory research, apparently achieves this – see, for example, the projects which we have been involved in – Almeida (2010) who used BNML in her Master’s dissertation to model the business narrative of a strategic consultancy process; and Krause (2011) who, in his Master’s dissertation, applied BNML to classify conceptual patterns – further in-depth research is necessary to confirm the validity and ease of use of BNML.

Thus, the following research question which we aim to address is as follows: Does BNML contribute to qualitative research by supplying a modelling framework which greatly simplifies the qualitative analysis process, while providing at the same time for a more consistent approach and enabling comparison across cases?

It is also our objective with this study to apply BNML to a specific research problem and as “innovation nowadays is at the top of the strategic agenda of corporations” (Tzeng, 2009) we set out to analyse how different organizations go about achieving their goal of bringing innovative products (and / or services) to the marketplace, while leveraging interoperability between systems enabled by ICT. Our research objective then is also to test the BNML (Oliveira and Ferreira, 2011a), which we have developed, and in particular to use it to determine the relationship between interoperability, innovation and ICT.

METHODODOLOGY

It is generally accepted that there are two divergent paths in knowledge development (Scapens, 2007): one involves the formulation of a tentative theory followed by controlled situational experiments and empirical case studies (using statistical methods and quantification / measurement procedures to reflect their perspective of knowledge), and the other, less popular, involves natural but uncontrollable observations while working towards a set of inductive principles (following the identification of a gap in the literature researchers admit to putting the literature aside to then inductively derive theory from the phenomenon - theory will emerge, as Elhardy et al. (2008) propose; Weerawardena and Mort (2006) go as far as stating that “seven emergent themes of the in-depth case study interviews” are presented).

Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005) agree and state that researchers have to opt between the use of a qualitative or a quantitative method, though the difference involves not the quality of the end result but the procedure. Admittedly there is some discussion in the literature as to which method is more “scientific”. Quantitative methods, being more structured, are seen to be better by the majority of researchers in business studies. They however hold that using quantitative methods or techniques is not “better”; rather each research project will have suitable methods and techniques depending on the research problem.

According to Corbin and Strauss (2008), quality in qualitative research is something that we recognize when we see it, suggesting that perhaps qualitative research is more of an art than a science. Certainly, qualitative research should be carried out by skilled researchers whose methodology is transparent.

Qualitative research explores and rationalizes while at the same time using intuitive abstraction often based upon the shrewd sense and past experience of the researcher – the emphasis is on interpretation and understanding, in natural settings and with an “insider view”, rather than on testing and verifying (and thus, using an “outsider view” which is result oriented) (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2005).

When we want to understand a little-known phenomena, such as interoperability and its relation to innovation, qualitative research, which can provide intricate details for example concerning human behaviour, is preferable (Ghauri and Gronhaug, 2005) and indeed quite suitable for the study of individuals and organizations (Remenyi et al., 1998). It is becoming increasingly accepted among management scholars that people and their behaviour are best researched using phenomenology or the non-positivistic approach (Remenyi et al., 1998).

In performing this research, we aim to provide for an easier application of the qualitative research methodology by using our BNML. Qualitative research is seen to be inferior to quantitative research (Mason, 2002) and Yin (2003) warns that this is due to a stereotype existing against case studies in particular as they are seen to lack an objective and rigurous stance. This objectivity and
rigour is added by our modelling tool BNML which is based on a pre-existing enterprise ontology (Uschold et al., 1998) and predefined business patterns (Björk and Holopainen, 2005).

Thus, we aim to offer structure and objectivity to a task which other means (such as software packages) have also sought to provide in the past. The researcher will still perform (now less) exhaustive coding whereby instances will be assigned to a category. However, what will differ is the development of the coding frame which will already exist in the form of game patterns (Björk and Holopainen, 2005) and the enterprise ontology (Uschold et al., 1998). Furthermore, we develop Allee’s (2000a, b, 2002, 2008) value network analysis further by adding a time frame to the organizational narrative while maintaining asset denominations already presented in the literature – such as a sense of community, technical know-how and customer relationships (Allee, 2008).

Doumeingts and Chen (2003) (as quoted in Hahn, 2004) have stated that “enterprise modelling and ontologies should enforce the conceptual basis of interoperability research”. (Hahn, 2004). This is an objective of our research, to use enterprise modelling and ontologies [present in our novel modelling language – BNML] to build on the current concept of interoperability. Ontologies, “a model of the World using meaning-based concept representations” (Oliveira and Ferreira, 2010a), are used “mainly to cover the semantic aspects of interoperability” (Hahn, 2004).

Our objective is to perform inductive theory building using a case study. The persuasive power a single case may have has been mentioned in the literature (Siggelkow, 2007) and classic scholars and authors of highly regarded papers have used the case study method (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). We believe that we have found the “talking pig” that Siggelkow (2007) speaks of (that is, our case IP BRICK, a unique technology company immune to the successive crises in the Portuguese economy) and which may originate (we hope) some excitement. We have gained access to and will be reporting on real-life experiences, benefitting both academia and practice, and Dubé and Paré (2003) do state that this will add respect and interest to our study. Furthermore, “in-depth case investigations open the way to new ideas and new lines of reasoning” (Dubé and Paré, 2003).

Qualitative research, namely involving interviews during primary data collection have been used in major research efforts connected to interoperability and innovation (Martin and Eisenhardt, 2010; Raus et al., 2010).

We conducted five in-depth, semi-structured interviews using an interview script, and also had two important meetings with the CEO of IP BRICK to position and clarify the research objectives. Unstructured interviews play an important role as a research tool (Bryman, 1989), where the aim is “to elicit respondents’ ways of thinking about the issues” while “minimizing the degree to which they are constrained” (Bryman, 1989). We did elicit ways of thinking of respondents, who were allowed to stray from our main subject to talk about areas which they deemed interesting and relevant – but in all of the interviews each of the questions in the interview script were satisfactorily answered. Other research tools included several company visits to observe IP BRICK functioning, an analysis of company documents and company-related media releases, the exchange of e-mails with interviewees to clarify interview issues, all of these having contributed to an effort of triangulation in order to elicit accurate and meaningful data.

Usefulness and validity of the proposed study

Portugal is our home country and so this research is aimed at contributing in a small way to increasing essential knowledge which may lead to improved quality of life here. Portugal, whilst included in an exclusive group of 28 advanced economies worldwide, is a peripheral European economy which is having difficulty in converging with the European Union EU-27 GDP per capita average, currently standing at roughly two-thirds of this figure (Mateus, 2006). Portugal is described as a less-favoured economy in the European context by Moreira et al. (2007) and also by Moreira et al. (2008). In relation to industrialised countries in general, Portugal has not only a technological but also a human capital deficit, with some of the poorest education indicators in Europe and in the developed World (Teixeira and Tavares-Lehmann, 2007). Portuguese culture is not considered to be innovation facilitating (Javidan, 2004), particularly true in the case of open innovation (Lopes and Teixeira, 2009). What can we do to move forward, away from these poor indicators?

We intend to capture, using a qualitative methodology, the stories that participants author in their work environment to provide an identity and sense to their working lives. In the midst of a turbulent environment, where interoperability, innovation, collaboration and ICT are central, qualitative methodologies are seen to be more appropriate in the case of managerial and organizational issues, “hence, an increasing interest in the application of qualitative research methods” (Myers, 1997). Such studies, which may bring to the fore rich detailed descriptions for example of how collective mind is achieved, are lacking in the literature (Hage, 1999; Pavlou, 2004; Camarimha-Matos, 2008).

We intend to model the narratives, which are “an appropriate interpretive lens for understanding organizations” (Brown and Currie, 2003; Brown, 2006) using patterns provided by Björk and Holopainen (2005), thus providing another important and novel perspective on Allee’s (2000a, b, 2008) work on value networks and the creation of value.

The case studied – IP BRICK – adds to the interest of the project in so far as it has been carefully chosen to represent relevant issues in various highly competitive and turbulent environments today.

Empirical study

This article presents the results of a case study. This research strategy is seen to be appropriate for our inquiry into the relationship between interoperability, innovation and ICT as our research question focuses on a contemporary event (Yin, 2003). The data was collected during company visits, meetings, interviews, telephone and e-mail exchanges, as well as resorting to corporate website and document analyses and articles in the popular press about the companies. Digital corporate product and brand advertising videos present on www.youtube.com were also a source of information. “The use of mixed or multiple methods in case study research usually contributes to increasing accuracy and complexity/coverage in a study” (Woodside, 2010).

During the processes of data gathering, representation and analysis the research team also resorted to a novel qualitative research method the case of managerial and organizational issues and called the BNML (Oliveira and Ferreira, 2010a, b, c, 2011a, forthcoming). This methodology involves an interactive interview process where the interviewee is not simply a passive informant but also aids in the construction of a value network representation of organizational social interactions. This is the first of several visual representations, others involving storylines, specific depictions of deliverable exchanges, and assets being created and used. Graphviz software also enables the construction of figures to further represent what goes on in the organizations.

Langley (1999) supplies an in-depth review of strategies for theorizing from processed data, advocating that one should not be limited to the use of only one strategy, that “multiple strategies are often advisable” (Langley, 1999) as each have strengths and weaknesses “in terms of their capacity to generate theory that is
accurate, parsimonious, general and useful” (Langley, 1999). The concern is with what to do with the data once it has been collected. Langley (1999) provides an approximate ordering of sense making strategies along three dimensions: accuracy, simplicity and generality. The narrative is seen to be the most accurate but least simple and generalizable strategy, the opposite occurring with visual mapping (less accurate but more simple and generalizable), which thus complement each other. We seek a balance between the narrative and visual representations with our BNML (Oliveira and Ferreira, 2010a, b. c. 2011a, forthcoming). We also embed several ontologies (Uschold et al., 1998; Fritschel and Pigneur, 2010; the Unicist ontologies of human learning and innovation, 2012) in our BNML analysis, which thus become a part of it, in order to provide for more standardization across cases. The whole process is illustrated in Figure 2, picturing the BNML as a pivot between the actual interview and the research analysis.

CASE STUDY – IP BRICK

IP BRICK is a privately-owned software house located in Portugal and founded just over a decade ago. It has fifty full-time employees, twenty-two of whom divided into two research and development (R&D) departments to produce original innovative products. IP BRICK has annual sales of 4 million Euros (2010), having increased its sales volume by 20% in relation to 2009.

Though manufacturing two main product lines for national and international sales and distribution (named herein Product Line 1 – which refers to a highly innovative but at the same time low-priced operating system for servers – IPBrick – based on open source software - Linux; and Product Line 2 – referring to other management software for workflow and document management and UCOIP communications – unified communications over IP, a step beyond VOIP – voice over IP – which appeared in the 1990s) the company also commercializes a line of products manufactured by another organization – anti-virus software under the brand name Kaspersky – however in this case in Portugal alone. Sales volume is made up of approximately 50% of sales of the in-house manufactured products and 50% of sales of the 3rd party software. IP BRICK has five main functional areas which are: sales, research and development Product Line 1, R&D Product Line 2, support and implementation, and finance. It is important to note that the average age in the company is low, being 28 years (including the CEO and directors). Employees with no prior working experience are preferred as these individuals tend to not have “bad habits” which might hinder their absorbing IP BRICK’s corporate culture (based on knowledge sharing and innovation contributions by all members of the organization). Despite Portugal having gone through a major crisis over the last few years, a fact which has been focused upon by the international media quite consistently, IP BRICK has always returned a profit at year-end and sales have been growing steadily since the year 2000. IP BRICK is considered by competitors in the software industry, and also according to articles in the press, to be highly innovative, despite never having had financial capital injected into the company. The IP BRICK brand is well-known internationally. This is seen to be also due to an annual spending of 15 - 16% of sales on R&D (innovation) activities which contributes to the production of innovative products. Product prices and customer proposals range from 500 to 60,000€. Sales margins are lower for the products not manufactured by IP BRICK (10 to 15% in this case). In sum, IP BRICK’s revenue stream comes from software sales, software implementation and support services, and from giving training to partners / software distributors concerning IP BRICK’s products.

Data gathering

Following a kick-off meeting with the CEO (PhD) and a tour of the IP BRICK facilities, the five functional area directors (each holding a Bachelor degree) were interviewed separately. The interviews were all tape-recorded and had durations of between 60 and 120 min. The researcher followed a script for the interviews and the interview duration also depended upon the issues raised by the interviewee. Interviewees were given the freedom to speak of whatever issues they deemed relevant to the research topic of knowledge creation and innovation. Furthermore, for example, if certain technical aspects of the products manufactured by IP BRICK required further explaining, then the interview would have been prolonged a bit longer. Similarly, if sales and marketing activities required further explanations then this would also have led to more time being spent in the interview. Another aspect which made the interviews rather unique is that the interviewees were asked to help map out the interactions between the internal and external organizational actors of IP BRICK, as concerns their functional department. This involved writing down the names of the actors (roles) on a blank piece of paper and then drawing arrowed lines between these actors, naming the deliverables, both tangible and intangible exchanged between them. Right after the interviews, the researcher would finish this value network mapping (Allee, 2000a, b, 2002, 2008) in his office. After the interviews, some follow-up occurred, namely phone calls to the interviewees and e-mail exchanges to clarify certain interview issues. The result of this data gathering process is shown in Figure 3. This representation is the first step of our BNML – a methodology for performing qualitative research (Alam and
In Figure 3, the ovals represent roles or actors in the value network (including the CEO, the five functional departments, as well as other external entities such as international partners / distributors, banks and consultancy firms). The dashed lines show that an intangible deliverable has been exchanged (such as a sales lead or technical ideas) whereas the solid lines show that a tangible deliverable has been exchanged (items such as sales orders, invoices or capital). A balance should exist in the value network between these two types of deliverables, as can be seen in the case of IP BRICK – a reasonable number of each type of deliverable, tangible and intangible, is present in Figure 3. Note how the CEO has a mentoring relationship with both R&D departments and with Support and Implementation; on the other hand, the CEO supervises Sales and Finance, with whom closer, more formal relationships thus exist. R&D, seen to be the most important function in the firm by the firm directors, receives important customer feedback from Sales and from Support and Implementation. This feedback (knowledge) will feed the continuous improvement process.

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION

Figure 4 shows our BNML (storyline view), where we can see the different actors (roles) in the value network connected to the creation of an enterprise interoperability capability, an essential aspect contributing to innovation at IP BRICK.

As one can see, not only in Figure 4 but also in Figure 3, many interactions occur and the CEO, though playing a vital role concerning character development, area control and team development (business patterns evident in Figure 4), IP BRICK’s success is due mainly to a concerted group effort. We can also see that interoperability is a goal but also a capability which emerges due to it being company policy (that is required by senior management - the CEO) to share knowledge.

In Figure 4, a series of deliverables are exchanged over time, deliverable exchanges which are carried over directly from Figure 3. Allee’s value network thus serves as a basis for this BNML representation, which now has a timeline, an aspect not present in Allee’s representations.

The pattern sequence shows a narrative occurring, from character development, communication channels and area control right through to team development. We thus see a story unfolding, IP BRICK’s story leading to the creation of value. Uschold et al.’s (1998) ontology adds standardized (and repeatable) detail to the patterns, patterns which are taken from Bjork and Holoopainen’s (2005) exhaustive listing of patterns, thus saving us the task of coming up with suitable pattern names as they already exist in the literature. This simplifies the qualitative research process. Deliverable exchanges include a vision and decisions passed on to sales:

“The objective of the company is to have a network of partners, a network to distribute our products, not only nationally but internationally also” (Support and implementation director, referring to the decision to develop strong network ties, within as well as across
Knowledge sharing occurs easily not only between departments at IP BRICK but also between IP BRICK and its customers. This interoperability capability is a goal set out from the outset by the CEO and has become an integral part of the dynamic organizational innovation culture (the organizational memory).

Product information (deliverable) is also passed on to sales and to support and implementation by the R&D departments, to prepare them for their contact with clients (partners):

“I would say that the heart of the company is R&D – the part of the company which involves development and innovation... due to their innovation and to the products which they develop” (again the support and implementation director, referring to how an internal or closed innovation effort drives the company forward, new product information then having to be shared by R&D especially with those who will come into contact with customers – sales and support and implementation).

In turn, after contact with customers, sales and support and implementation then pass on valuable customer feedback to R&D, feeding the innovation cycle:

“We all together try and achieve sales records... Often we sell without doing hardly anything at all because the product is well-known, because what we do is innovative, because people attribute value to us. We do not sell because there was a salesperson who did everything to close a deal... A lot happens due to the product we have. There are no commissions for salespersons because if I sell the merit of the sale belongs to the salesperson, but also to the person who developed the product because he or she had ideas and developed the product; and the merit is also due to Support and Implementation, who did a good service and implementation job... The merit is everyone's. It is of the whole company acting together... That is why we have a profit-sharing scheme” (Sales Director commenting on the presence of a form of collective mind at IP BRICK, which fuels the exchange and sharing of information and knowledge).

There is a further exchange of product development and integration ideas, as well as of technical ideas, which will lead to new product features and this is part of the patterns team play and constructive play (a critical success factor), patterns which are visible in Figure 4:

“We are all guinea pigs for our own products, which we use internally too” (Finance director referring to how
internal feedback from using IP BRICK’s products is also a source of innovation).

Figure 4 also shows assets used and built along the pattern sequence. The CEO contributes during the patterns character development and area control to the development of a dynamic organizational innovation culture as well as to the development of the essential IP BRICK sales and marketing competence:

“The decision to invest in young people has been an essential aspect of the value-adding activities of the company because these are people who have no old knowledge and who find a company [IP BRICK] for the first time and enjoy being here, they seize the opportunities [given to them]. The younger they are the more I enjoy working with them. They are people who are very available, who enjoy learning, and they don’t have any acquired bad habits since they haven’t worked for any other companies before. And then they really ‘feel’ the company, as it was their first opportunity, and they like the products, they like being a part of this... The company is very young, people are really proud of being here and they really want to be here and contribute as much as they can to help the company” (Sales director referring to the dynamic organizational innovation corporate culture at IP BRICK).

Technical know-how (concerning both tangible products and services offered) is used (asset usage is made evident by the white ovals at the bottom of Figure 4) in the whole process of the development of a dynamic organizational innovation culture. Technical know-how is also used during the pattern team play 1, when knowledge-sharing occurs between R&D Product Line 1, R&D Product Line 2 and sales and support and implementation. This normally occurs during face-to-face interactions but there are several software applications which also make this exchange of information possible. Gaining ownership of customers (another pattern) involves using technical know-how and building customer relationships. Actual trading (another pattern) involves using technical know-how (sales competence and product knowledge), to build a partner network and an IP BRICK community. The patterns team development and communication channels end the pattern sequence in Figure 4 and result in the building of a management philosophy, which is the visionary CEO’s view for the company’s future:

“We have here [at IP BRICK] an innovation culture, for creating new things, we are constantly creating. Our two main products have always to accompany the needs of our partners, of our customers. We have to see what they want. Because they at times say “This is good but it lacks this” and we reply “no problem, we’ll develop it.” We really have that type of culture, continuous innovation. In our industry it is impossible for our product to stop evolving.” (Finance Director).

Finally, the business model Canvas (Fritscher and Pigneur, 2010; Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010; Oliveira and Ferreira, 2011b) is also evident in Figure 4 – each pattern corresponding to business Canvas building blocks. Note that the value proposition (VP) and the key activities (KA) which it involves are present in most patterns, which is indicative of the company’s focus on creating value. A concern is also evident for developing key resources (KR) (such as enterprise interoperability) linked to the value proposition of the company by the CEO. Finally, the distribution channel (CH) is seen to be via sales by the sales department to partners as well as through the provision of other services (such as training) provided to these same partners by support and implementation – and which all generate revenue streams (RS). Trading builds a partner network and an IP BRICK community, based on customer relationships (CR) – which are also part of the business model Canvas.

Table 3 shows other interview evidence leading up to the ten business patterns identified and visible in Figure 4. The business patterns have also been categorized in Table 3 according to the phase to which they correspond in the knowledge management cycle (Jashapara, 2004). Individual as well as organizational learning will occur (especially in social interactions where the CEO is involved), due also to the high levels of motivation in the firm (made evident in the interview interactions – in particular the profit-sharing scheme is an external motivating force “viewed as a means to influence the organizational culture” (Bushardt et al., 2007) – but high levels of internal motivation also exist, the desire to make a difference in an innovation-producing company). Information acquired at university [a somewhat passive process which involved IP BRICK’s young graduates normally quite recently, who were “told” (Jashapara, 2004) what is best at university] is transformed at this stage into knowledge applicable in the workplace due to the hands-on approach at IP BRICK (young employees are given considerable responsibility at IP BRICK). Knowledge sharing (for example by the R&D departments) is part of the dynamic organizational innovation culture (a major asset which is built and is evident in Figure 4); knowledge which will be leveraged (by sales and by support and implementation) to produce revenue streams for IP BRICK. The cycle continues as the R&D departments evaluate strategic knowledge to ensure a continuous flow of innovative products in demand by the market:

“All of our products evolve like that, always with customers already interested in them. We never do anything very spectacular and which no one will buy. We develop according to what we observe” (sales director commenting on IP BRICK’s absorptive capacity)
Table 3. Other interview evidence leading up to the ten business patterns related to the knowledge management cycle (Jashapara, 2004) at IP BRICK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Pattern</th>
<th>Phase in the knowledge management cycle</th>
<th>Interview evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>Discovering knowledge (involves individual learning)</td>
<td>&quot;Internationally, despite there being other people involved internally, the main sales role and sales contacts are performed by our CEO. Our CEO helps sales including the sales director, giving a push when necessary, especially in bigger deals.&quot; (Finance Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Generating knowledge (involves information distribution and interpretation)</td>
<td>&quot;There are several ways to promote product innovation, including the observations which reach us from our partners, when they are installing our products; they mention problems, ask questions which we pass on to R&amp;D as possible ideas for programming and to allow for new product functionality&quot; (Support and Implementation Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>channels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area control</td>
<td>Generating knowledge (involves organizational learning)</td>
<td>&quot;Our CEO coordinates everything, having a more direct intervention in sales and finance. He is the heart of our five departments... In our functional matrix our CEO replaces the sales director when she isn’t in&quot; (Finance Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team play 1</td>
<td>Sharing knowledge (part of the organizational culture)</td>
<td>&quot;The two main products which we develop involve a lot of information and functionality which needs to be managed and passed on.&quot; (R&amp;D1 Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain ownership</td>
<td>Leveraging knowledge (which contributes directly to the revenue stream)</td>
<td>&quot;We often sell without doing almost anything because the product is well-known, because this is innovative&quot; (Sales Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading</td>
<td>Leveraging knowledge (which contributes directly to the revenue stream)</td>
<td>&quot;Support and implementation spend a lot of time with our partners. Our products have lots of different solutions. And there are a lot of services associated to our products. We need to train our partners so that they can sell technical training to end customers&quot; (Sales Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team play2</td>
<td>Sharing knowledge (part of the organizational culture)</td>
<td>&quot;There are various ideas that appear that promote product innovation including observations that come from our partners during installations. Problems, questions, difficulties encountered are passed on by support and implementation to R&amp;D for programming and to develop new functionality&quot; (Support and Implementation Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team play3</td>
<td>Evaluating knowledge (strategic perspective)</td>
<td>&quot;Sometimes customers aren’t even aware of their needs and IP BRICK anticipates them.&quot; (R&amp;D2 Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructive play</td>
<td>Evaluating knowledge (strategic perspective)</td>
<td>&quot;The two R&amp;D Directors exchange technical information.&quot; (R&amp;D2 Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team development</td>
<td>Generating knowledge (involves organizational learning)</td>
<td>&quot;Our CEO is a source of innovation; our products were practically born from his ideas.&quot; (Support and Implementation Director)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 is a diagram (made using Graphviz software) where the plots explain the organizational narrative at IP BRICK. There is a parallel between the plots in Figure 5 and the process view (activities view) of an organization. Figure 5 is a second component of BNML – the plot view – adding to the storyline view in Figure 4. BNML is an integration of the two views. Figure 5 was inspired by Aveiro and Tribolet (2006) – who set out to “propose an ontology for the organizational function concept, anchored on the fundamental concept of activity” (Aveiro and Tribolet, 2006) – activities which aim at accomplishing a specific task “given an initial state... [and] a recognizable end-state” (Aveiro and Tribolet, 2006).

Figure 5 is thus a functional ontology of the creation of an enterprise capability (at IP BRICK). It is the result of previous parameterization in an Excel sheet according to the BNML mapping (Figure 4). Patterns are triggered by actors (CEO, human resources, unit directors, partners, and departments such as sales, R&D1, R&D2, support and implementation) represented by the red octagons on the left of Figure 5. Certain inputs (In-Management Philosophy, In-Technical Know How, In-Interoperability Competence) along with the actor interventions feed into the various plots (how and when the Vision, Goal, Vision_and_Communication Capability, Decision, Market...
Figure 5. A functional ontology (BNML plot view) of the creation of an enterprise capability at IP BRICK.

Needs, Customer Relationships, Sales Objectives, Critical Success Factor, Sales Prep, and Product Features are achieved (represented by the red arrowed boxes in the center of Figure 5). Plots show how IP BRICK solves the major issues. Issues IP BRICK is confronted with in order to deliver competitive and innovative products and services to market. For this to occur, the plots will have certain outputs (such as a dynamic organizational innovation culture, an interoperability competence, a management philosophy, a sales and marketing competence, market insights, customer relationships, a partner network, an IP BRICK Community, an innovation competence, and technical know-how). The inputs and outputs mentioned above are simply the assets present in Figure 4. The inputs are assets used (represented by the white oval shapes at the bottom of Figure 4), the outputs are the assets built (represented by the grey oval shapes at the bottom of Figure 4). These outputs are in turn controlled by key state variables (Var_Vision, Var_Character Development, Var_Management Philosophy, Var_Market Insights, Var_Communication Channels, Var_Knowledge, Var_Sales Volume, Var_Technical Know-how, Var_Innovation Competence, Var_Interoperability) which indicate (to senior management) whether there has been a departure from the norm. If there has been a departure from the norm resilience dynamics (Aveiro and Tribolet, 2006) come into play – the organization is self-maintained to survive via (new) microgenesis processes or, in other words, the implementation of micro changes to secure adaptation to the environment (Aveiro and Tribolet, 2006). As an example of a reading of Figure 5, the CEO, unit directors, and partners (actors triggering the event) use the management philosophy (input) to achieve the goal (plot) of having an interoperability competence (output). The goal plot uses the state variables Var_Management Philosophy and Var_Communication Channels to detect departures from the norm. These state variables can be measured using a variety of management tools. Another example of how Figure 5 can be read involves the output dynamic organizational innovation culture. This output is triggered by human resources and the CEO. Technical know-how is used as an input to the vision plot. The state variables Var_Vision and Var_Character Development provide feedback on the evolution of this activity. Finally, we thus have seen how the functional ontology in Figure 5 involves five steps – indicated at the bottom of the figure – actors and inputs trigger plots which lead to outputs...
Figure 6. A BNML pattern sequence showing enterprise interoperability types as antecedents of the three innovation phases.

which are in turn monitored by state variables.

Figure 6 is another detailed view of IP BRICK provided by Graphviz software and derived from an Excel IP BRICK parameterization sheet – a parameterization involving business patterns (Bjork and Holopainen, 2005), EI types (Li et al., 2008), the business model Canvas (Frâ†œischer and Pigneur, 2010; Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010; Oliveira and Ferreira, 2011b), Uschold et al.’s (1998) enterprise ontology, Unicist ontologies and the phases of innovation, all woven together in the BNML representation. Figure 6 is, in effect, a collection of key terms or strings which explain how innovation occurs at IP BRICK.

Uschold et al.’s (1998) enterprise ontology appears with terms such as customer, market needs, product features, critical success factor, goal, vision and capability (Figure 6). We also use Unicist ontologies and the Unicist ontology of human learning (with terms such as knowledge, to act, application and analytical stage) is seen to be appropriate given that, at IP BRICK:

“Training and development while on the job is continuous, for example for trainees who really learn while they are here... about our products, about our development support tools which they will need to use, about how to improve their computer programming... and we also have other official training sessions for groups of employees, here at IP BRICK - training in languages, leadership, [organizational] behavior, sales... The CEO establishes the rules which we need to follow and in terms of leadership we also see how our CEO acts and try to act in the same way with our teams, we all learn a lot from him... Another example of our development is how Sun Tzu’s book The Art of War was given to all of the directors by the CEO. The book has many interesting ideas and topics which we can apply here in our day-to-day functioning” (R&D1 Director)

On the left hand side of Figure 6, the six patterns gain ownership, team play 3, constructive play, team play 2, team development and communication channels feed into four enterprise interoperability types – channel, collaboration, cooperation and communication. Thus we can see that interoperability is an antecedent leading to the three phases of innovation COM (innovation commercialization), new product development (NPD), and new concept development (NCD) present on the right side of Figure 6 – thus, answering our research question. So, for example, COM (innovation commercialization phase) is fed by the gain ownership pattern which involves CHANNEL interoperability - information-and-communication-technology-enabled, or ICT-enabled:

“Our key activities are extremely influenced by ICT which we not only sell but also use to manage knowledge internally... Even our quality management system, which is normally associated at other companies to a lot of paper, a lot of files, here we don’t have any paper at all. All of our processes are implemented in our software applications. More than 95% of the time we are able to do without paper” (R&D2 Director)

The customer is a key word here [(Uschold et al., 1998), ontology term] for whom the communication channels developed are applied (CH_Application). Another view of Figure 6 involves team development, which in turn involves COOPERATION (interoperability) linked to the value proposition (VP) and leading ultimately to NCD.

The reality in Figure 6 is a direct result of the IP BRICK interviews / case study. In sum, EI involves interactions
including communication, channel, cooperation and collaboration within, as well as between, firms operating in the marketplace (Li et al., 2008). Figure 6 unveils how this interoperability competence leads to innovation. Miller (2000) stated that “To be interoperable, one should actively be engaged in the ongoing process of ensuring that the systems, procedures and culture of an organization are managed in such a way so as to maximize opportunities for exchange and re-use of information, whether internally or externally.” This aspect in particular – interoperability - is very visible at IP BRICK and was mentioned often during the interviews of the company directors, for example by the finance director as follows:

“We are working, including the CEO, to make all of the departments interact, to make them work in synchrony. We aim for this coordination because the customers are the same for all of us and we need them to be satisfied at all levels.”

Figure 7 represents, indeed emphasizes, how the actors’ storylines interact along the business narrative, giving life to a pattern sequence, this being another visual BNML representation. The grey clouds represent times when the actors (roles) come together, socializing for value creation purposes. Despite the fact that Figures 4 through 7 represent the same narrative, the latter is very useful for the visualization of what actually happens as it puts in evidence the actual interactions. Thus, the CEO (green line) interacts with all of the other actors present in Figure 7. The pattern team play 1, for example, involves interactions at two moments, between the R&D departments and support and implementation and between the R&D departments and sales. Then ownership is gained of customers (partners) by Sales, as a result of the preceding team play during which knowledge sharing occurred. Trading (an objective) then follows, another social interaction between partners and support and implementation. Team play 2 and team play 3, as well as constructive play, are part of a pattern sequence that builds an innovation competence at IP BRICK (an asset visible in Figure 4) as follows:

“My work involves innovation management, an orientation, a definition of the product development paths to follow given to the R&D 2 team, made up by seven people. I will also interact with all of the departments in the company, implementing specific developments or alterations which my colleagues ask for (for example, the support and implementation director, who comes into contact with the customer, implementing our products there and bringing back important information and suggestions which enable us to do our development work properly, here in R&D). I also might need to intervene in the management of a number of ongoing projects we have… Our goal is to satisfy real customer needs, entirely new and unpredictable situations which appear and are brought to us by sales, for example, which have that routine of coming by R&D. In view of information presented to us and taking into account what we already have or might come to develop for that situation, we make specific development proposals…” (R&D2 Director)

The three business patterns – team play 2, team play 3 and constructive play – were described as follows:
“Being in charge of R&D involves interacting with all of the departments... salespersons contribute with incremental innovation ideas... R&D1 director and R&D2 director communicate constantly – we are always exchanging ideas as our management software product lines, which I am in charge of, are completely based and have their roots in our main product line (operating system). There is a constant need to talk and discuss and exchange ideas so as to correctly orient development, so that both product lines function correctly... We even also speak constantly to the financial department as they are our [internal] customer, we have specific financial area products for the automation of administrative processes as well as customer information management products, which they use and test for us... So we have an ongoing dialogue with the financial director too, to satisfy her needs, to optimize products and functionality she requires, to share project completion dates... And of course we also speak to the CEO” (R&D2 Director)

The final patterns (team development and communication channels) show, again, how the CEO develops the team further, helping them achieve their goals in a mentoring relationship and promoting communication channels:

“Support and implementation might contact us directly if they are having a lot of problems with something in particular... a configuration at a customer, for example... They will register the problem on TRAC but there is nothing like personal contact, informing and exerting more pressure on our department personally if urgent changes like a program update are seen to be needed. Information technologies, ICT, are useful tools, but there is nothing like a personal approach to issues; we have a lot of things which are registered but the importance of an item might not be evident; if we don’t give a quick response to an issue of support and implementation they might then contact us to see how things are evolving: “Are we going to have a quick update or not?” There is that need and sometimes that happens.”

The R&D1 Director stated further that:

“Our CEO contributes a lot with innovative ideas... A lot of our innovation also comes from feedback from customers/partners/distributors. Interactions especially with the international market are very good for idea generation. Not that we are behind here [in Portugal]... but the dialogue with customers/partners/distributors about our products is very important, it reveals needs which arise, gaps in our products, automation suggestions (for example, only two clicks to fully configure a product)... We also brainstorm and have weekly meetings internally... IPBrick [product line 1 – operating system] doesn’t stop, it has never stagnated, every day it has new functionality. Problems are solved; something is always being done - always every day.” (R&D1 Director)

**Reviewing the methodology applied on IP BRICK: The emergence of an interoperability capability using BNML**

In sum, after the field work and with the material still fresh in their minds the research team created the BNML representations of the data, as mentioned above. The recorded interviews were listened to and the relevant material transcribed to support the patterns identified (in sequence). An Excel table was built and filled with our BNML data for parameterization purposes (the parameterization process – Excel sheet detailing – was repeated until a satisfactory, in-depth level of detail was reached which permitted us to formulate conclusions to our research effort) and from there graphs were developed with Graphviz – graph visualization software (found at http://www.graphviz.org/). We are satisfied that the Figures 4 through 7 and the relevant adjoining narratives provide a means to communicate how interoperability, enabled by ICT, leads to innovation at IP BRICK. Gasser and Palfrey (2007) did state that “one of the reasons why we tend to like interoperability is that we believe it leads to innovation”. Though “the relationship between interoperability and innovation, while it likely exists in most cases, is extremely hard to prove” (Gasser and Palfrey, 2007) we believe that with our research we have laid down the foundation for this relationship to be further demonstrated with more in-depth case studies.

The end results of our study were presented first to the CEO and then to the rest of the IP BRICK team. This allowed a validation of our results but also made possible a further in-depth discussion of our findings.

**DISCUSSION OF THE CASE IN VIEW OF THE LITERATURE**

Alam (2011) suggests that the discussion of research findings should take into account earlier research, on the one hand, for validation purposes, on the other hand “to provide a standpoint for the current research”. We seek to achieve the above in this section.

ICT play a big part in IP BRICK’s day-to-day activities, for example for internal process management and for sales purposes, and are in effect a significant part of the organizational culture. In particular, Internet-based tools are a source of business value at IP BRICK, confirming research by Soto-Acosta et al. (2010). The computer systems industry “embraces innovation at a breath-taking rate” (Patterson and Hennessy, 1994) and IP BRICK is no exception. In view of competing products sales is a major challenge (Miettinen et al., 2010) and customer
collaboration and co-creation (Bhalla, 2011) is essential to innovation output at IP BRICK – Web 2.0 technologies helping to connect and to ensure real-time communication and contributions; countering a tendency within SMEs to have “limited technology systems to store knowledge and information in a useful way” (du Plessis, 2008). Information technology is far from being a centralized function at IP BRICK, decentralized operations occurring in particular due to the leveraging of the Internet – connectivity between users and integration is a major concern (Laurindo, 2002). Indeed, interoperability is defined above as “the ability of a system or an organization to work seamlessly[y] with other systems or organization[s] without any special effort” (Mertins et al., 2008), and this is also very evident in our case study findings. We thus see interoperability as being central to future discussions on knowledge management and, in particular, its presence as an antecedent of innovation will also be very important.

IP BRICK’s products developed in-house are used by IP BRICK, on the one hand for testing purposes (much as in a laboratory environment) on the other because they permit saving the hiring of further human resources, thus keeping costs down. For example:

1. Pricing information, receipts, invoices, credit notes, are all accessible to customers online every day without further human intervention being necessary (via iPortalDoc Light - an online application which has free-of-charge access for customers); and products can be purchased online too. This reveals great ease of communication and an interoperability capability.

2. IPTicket is for registering customer service hours (to be used by the finance department), but also for reporting software problems, queries and suggestions directly to IP BRICK’s appropriate division (for example, Help-desk or Support and Implementation). Customers as well as employees can access this application which serves as a continuous innovation platform with valuable feedback and insights. Interoperability is also revealed through the use of this application.

From a business standpoint, standalone software product sales have also given way to the “provision of various types of services” (Valtakoski and Ronkkö, 2010) and IP BRICK does make product training one of its major goals and sources of revenue streams.

IP BRICK is very forward-looking and paper is kept to a minimum – for every fifty or so documents in a physical paper format (including mainly items received in the post), there will be well over a thousand digital documents exchanged within the company (including e-mail exchanges). Younger employees adhere faster to the “no-paper, all-digital” policy which IP BRICK’s organizational culture also seeks to promote in its customers. IP BRICK practices and equally importantly sells what it “preaches”. Thus, IP BRICK’s organizational culture is instrumental to its survival and growth (Pecujlija et al., 2010), and is a source of competitive advantage not easily imitable by competitors.

What is evident at IP BRICK is a concerted effort to share information and knowledge – revealing, once again, an interoperability capability, between its various departments – in a very positive way, as Lee (2010) stated is so important. In order to create innovative products which the market wants to acquire, consequently creating competitive advantage, knowledge must be managed well (Chen and Chen, 2010). Everyone benefits from this collaboration as IP BRICK has a profit-sharing scheme – up to 25% of the annual profit is distributed amongst employees. The profit-sharing scheme is based on seniority but it is also based on a voting system – employees vote at year-end to determine who has contributed most to the company during the past year and financial compensation will be attributed accordingly. This is not normal (that is, not a regular practice in most companies) especially in Portugal and during a period of crisis. The Co-recipient of the Nobel Prize for Economics in 1993 – Douglass C. North – stated that a problem with Portuguese management is that it is authoritarian and does not promote self-government or competition, or the development of human resources (North, 2005), very different to what we see as occurring at IP BRICK. Organizations irrespective of geographical location and culture, would benefit from implementing such a system as we see at IP BRICK, as a performance orientation is also creative and “helps economic accomplishments” (Triandis, 2004).

Organizational learning is closely linked to performance at IP BRICK, confirming research by Bustinza et al. (2010), and is a fundamental contributor to “the ability to innovate [which] has always been an important contributor to organizational success” (Fichman, 2001). Learning is seen to occur faster, especially as concerns the assimilation of the corporate culture, when the human resources are younger and free of “bad habits” (Usunier and Lee, 2005) and this is the case also with IP BRICK. For example, the sales director is 26 years old, has been with the company for four years, and is the eldest in her department. Of particular interest is being able to develop “motivation, concept learning and the development of skills and appropriate scientific attitudes” (Alam et al., 2010). Having said that, the cost of training individuals to become highly skilled and able to consistently contribute to IP BRICK’s dynamic organizational innovation culture (a major asset which concerns senior management at IP BRICK and visible in Figure 4) is quite high and so effort must be expended to avoid a “brain and body drain” (Alam and Hoque, 2010) from the firm. A Christmas party where presents are distributed, corporate team-building weekends, an annual award-giving ceremony for IP BRICK’s employees, an annual IP BRICK anniversary...
party, having a team of employees enter sports events (such as long distance running) representing the company, promoting social events at the company such as encouraging employees to bring a birthday cake and drinks when it is their birthday, for all to participate in the birthday celebration, and having a TV onsite and ordering in pizza for everyone when Portugal is playing in an important international event such as the World Soccer Cup, are some examples of how IP BRICK achieves this. “The higher the socialization of a member in an organization is, the higher his/her job satisfaction is” (Lee and Yu, 2010; Oliveira and Ferreira, 2011c) and employee retention should follow.

Having a highly qualified CEO, who has acute social and leadership skills, in order to develop the intimacy necessary among employees which will positively impact on innovation performance, is essential (Lee and Yu, 2010). Such a CEO is a source for developing human resources, for developing trusting relationships, and for passing on and creating an all-important vision, management philosophy and corporate culture. Upper-Echelon Theory states that there will be a flow of values and beliefs from the leader to the organizational culture (Winston, 2010) and we believe that this is a sustaining element at IP BRICK to counteract Portugal’s absence of religious diversity, a characteristic of a dogmatic culture where a low creative orientation and an absence of a performance orientation will tend to be found (Triandis, 2004).

A CEO who also travels extensively abroad to make contact with the main, as well as new, international customer base, but who readily delegates responsibility including for international sales contacts to his sales department, is similarly very important. The CEO that is very aware of advanced customer needs and of what is already available in the software market is thus also a source of product and process innovation, oftentimes even radical innovation, especially, as we mentioned above, due to spending time with people who “have never shared the same ship, but also have never shared the same ocean” (Malhotra et al., 2001). IP BRICK’s success is also due to having the courage to internationalize. The main effort involving the search for new business, internationally, is assigned to the CEO, who then passes sales contacts to his sales team; despite many [software] firms choosing to “internationalize only a little and gradually” (Ronkko and Peltonen, 2010). Currently, at IP BRICK, international business accounts for more than half of annual sales (Pereira, 2011).

CONCLUDING REMARKS ABOUT BNML: INTEROPERABILITY AS AN ANTECEDENT TO INNOVATION

BNML was a very important research tool used in our research. It has two views both evident in Figure 4 (storyline view) and Figure 5 (plot view). By systematically making evident who the organizational actors are, who they interact with, what deliverables they exchange in the process, the assets built and used over a pattern sequence, and along the business model Canvas building blocks (Figure 4), we address a number of issues which normally occupy a much more significant amount of time in qualitative research efforts. Furthermore, the plot view [inspired in Aveiro and Tribolet’s (2006) functional ontology - Figure 5] can lead to the analysis (using Graphviz software) in Figure 8 – where we can see that the interoperability competence (input) leads to (is an antecedent of) the building of an innovation competence. In effect, in Figure 8, we have a BNML representation where we can see actors (for example, Sales), inputs (for example, interoperability competence), outputs (for example, innovation competence), plots (for example, sales objectives), patterns (for example, trading), state variables (for example, Var_SalesVolume) and assets (for example, Var_Interoperability) all in the same representation – here, in sum, we showed how the asset interoperability competence is used to build an asset entitled innovation competence. It is important to note how the key state variables (such as Var_Innovation Competence and Var_Interoperability) indicate to the CEO whether micro changes (mocrogenesis processes) need to be implemented to secure the organization-environment fit (Aveiro and Tribolet, 2006).

Furthermore, in Figure 8 the patterns trading, gain ownership, team play 1, team play 2, and team play 3 are each dependent on technology, using the interoperability competence which then leads to innovation.

Figure 9 shows the integration of the plot view and the storyline view. Both views are needed for organizational coherence and both comprise our BNML. For example, in Figure 9, we can see how the CEO is concerned with the character development of his staff via a microgenesis process.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

We have, thus, continued research focusing on small software firms as addressed by Miettinen et al. (2010) – small firms which face particular growth challenges. According to Miettinen et al. (2010) human resource management (HRM) is the greatest challenge for these small firms acting in the software services industry and this is a major concern of IP BRICK’s CEO and directors, as we have seen above: in the hiring process, in the development and retention mechanisms of the best employees, as well as concerning the indoctrination of new organizational members into the organizational culture – where interoperability plays a major role. Other in-depth analyses of such HR processes are seen to be
necessary. Furthermore, we used the BNML and in so doing significantly decreased the time and effort necessary to make sense of the qualitative data gathered. We thus suggest that other authors use BNML.
in their research efforts.
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